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TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY

Post subject: STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY
CONTROLANNIHILATION SLAVERY ASSASSINATION!!!

Dear Sir, Madam,
“The Nuremberg Code (1947)”:
http://www.cirp.org/library/ethics/nuremberg/
“… the Nuremberg Code …”:
http://www.nihtraining.com/ohsrsite/guidelines/nuremberg.html
http://www.ushmm.org/research/doctors/Nuremberg_Code.htm
http://www.ushmm.org/research/doctors/code_expl.htm
http://www.aches-mc.org/nurm.htm
http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/references/nurcode.htm
--- --“Istanbul Protocol”:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Istanbul_Protocol
--- --“ "The Istanbul Protocol"
The Manual on Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture and other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment “:
http://www.phrusa.org/research/istanbul_protocol/
http://www.harpweb.org.uk/external.php?url=http://www.phrusa.org/research
/istanbul_protocol/&harpid=1339
--- --“Istanbul Protocol
The Manual on Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture and other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
Psychological Evidence of Torture
Torture
A. General Considerations
1. Central Role of the Psychological Evaluation “:
…
“…Perpetrators often attempt to justify their acts of torture and ill-treatment by the need to
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gather information. Such conceptualizations obscure the purpose of torture and its intended
consequences. One of the central aims of torture is to reduce the individual to a position of
extreme helplessness and distress that can lead to a deterioration of cognitive, emotional and
behavioral functions. Thus, torture can be a means of attacking the individual's fundamental
modes of psychological and social functioning. …”:
http://www.phrusa.org/research/istanbul_protocol/ispsych.html
--- --“Manual on the Effective Investigation and Documentationof Torture
and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatmentor Punishment
(The Istanbul Protocol)
Submitted to the:
United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
August 9, 1999 “:
http://www.phrusa.org/research/istanbul_protocol/
http://www.phrusa.org/research/istanbul_protocol/ist_prot.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/english/about/publications/docs/8rev1.pdf
--- --http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1841100684/102-1595635-8050521?v=glance&
n=283155
--- ---“The Medical Documentation of Torture”:
http://www.cambridge.org/uk/catalogue/catalogue.asp?isbn=1841100684
--- --“Founded in 1985, the Medical Foundation for the Care of Victims of Torture provides care and
rehabilitation to survivors of torture and other forms of organised violence. “:
http://www.torturecare.org.uk/
http://www.torturecare.org.uk/about/134
--- --United Nations
General Assembly
29 November 1985
96th plenary meeting
A/RES/40/34 :
“ Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice
for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power”:
http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/40/a40r034.htm
--- --United Nations
General Assembly
Distr.:General
22 February 2001
Resolution adopted by the General Assembly.
A/RES/55/89
55/89. Torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. :
Principles on the Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture and Other Gruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.
(4 December 2000) :
http://www.un.org/Depts/dhl/resguide/r55.htm
http://daccessdds.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N00/564/73/PDF/N0056473.pdf?OpenElement
--- --International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination:
Article 5 :…
(b) The right to security of person and protection by the State against violence or bodily
harm, whether inflicted by government officials or by any individual group or institution;…:
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http://www.ohchr.org/english/law/cerd.htm
--- --Convention on the Rights of the Child:
Article 19:
1.States Parties shall take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational
measures to protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse,
neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse, while in
the care of parent(s), legal guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the child. …:
http://www.ohchr.org/english/law/crc.htm
--- --CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES :
…
ARTICLE 10 - RIGHT TO LIFE
States Parties reaffirm that every human being has the inherent right to life and shall take all
necessary measures to ensure its effective enjoyment by persons with disabilities on an equal
basis with others.
…
ARTICLE 15 - FREEDOM FROM TORTURE OR CRUEL, INHUMAN OR DEGRADING TREATMENT
OR PUNISHMENT
1. No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment. In particular, no one shall be subjected without his or her free consent to
medical or scientific experimentation.
2. States Parties shall take all effective legislative, administrative, judicial or other measures
to prevent persons with disabilities on an equal basis with others from being subjected to
torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.
…
ARTICLE 17 – PROTECTING THE INTEGRITY OF THE PERSON
Every person with disabilities has a right to respect for his or her physical and mental
integrity on an equal basis with others.
…:
http://www.un.org/disabilities/convention/conventionfull.shtml
http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/enable/rights/convtexte.htm
http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/enable/rights/ahc8adart.htm
--- --International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights:
Article 7
No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment. In particular, no one shall be subjected without his free consent to medical or
scientific experimentation.:
http://www.ohchr.org/english/law/ccpr.htm
--- --Committee against Torture:
“Monitoring the prevention of torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment”:
http://www.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cat/index.htm
--- --Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment:
Article 2
1. Each State Party shall take effective legislative, administrative, judicial or other measures
to prevent acts of torture in any territory under its jurisdiction.
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2. No exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war,
internal political in stability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a justification
of torture.
3. An order from a superior officer or a public authority may not be invoked as a justification
of torture. “ …:
http://www.ohchr.org/english/law/cat.htm
Yours sincerely.
Anatolij.
_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.
Last edited by Anatole on Fri Jan 02, 2009 1:50 pm; edited 1 time in total

Back to top
Anatole

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

Posted: Mon Apr 09, 2007 8:52 am
TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY

Post subject: Re:STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY
CONTROLANNIHILATION SLAVERY ASSASSINATION!!!
Dear Sir, Madam, :
Civil EFFECTS: TORTURE … ASSASSINATION:
Electronic Harassment, eharassment.ca, < http://www.eharassment.ca/index.htm >.
Quote: What are the symptoms?
The following is a list of the most common symptoms which people experience. Not everyone
experiences all of these symptoms, but most victims share a large number of them.
• Ringing in the ears: Can be various pitches, constant, intermittent, occurring in both ears or
only one ear. Can sound like a low rumbling noise or like a buzzing mosquito, for example.
Victims report a feeling of discomfort that accompanies the noise. Some report the noise
being loud enough to cause excruciating pain.
• Clicking noises inside the head: Many report hearing "clicks" in their sinuses and/or their
ears. Read Motorola Labs report about microwave hearing.
• Manipulation of body parts: Muscles are pulsed and/or contracted involuntarily. Feet, legs,
arms, and individual fingers can be made to move by sudden jerking or the motion can be
slow and controlled. This often occurs at night in bed, although it can occur anywhere.
• Piercing sensation on skin: This involves the feeling that the skin is being pierced by a
needle. Some report this as painful, while others only experience it mildly.
• Sinus problems: Those who suffer from sinus problems report it to be very painful and
agitating, with the sinuses filling up and pulsing, often preventing sleep from occurring.
• Sexual attacks: Many report the sensation of having their genitalia manipulated. Both men
and women report this. It involves tingling, prickling, arousal and/or pain of the genital area.
It is a particularly disturbing and traumatic experience, with the accompanying sensation of
being severely violated. Given the "artificial/electronic" nature of it, there is no question that
it is not by any stretch a "natural" occurrence.
• Tapping or Banging noises: This is experienced as coming from the outside environment. It
is often a source of sleep disturbance, and occurs just as one is going to sleep. Click here for a
sample recording.
• Appliances turning on/off: Some have had the experience of having appliances behave in
unpredictable or inexplicable ways. Machinery containing motors will run far too fast (and/or
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far too loud) causing them to break down quickly.
• Hearing Voices: About half of the targeted people hear voices, often identified to be those
who are perpetrating the crime. The technology exists to transmit sound inside peoples
heads, bypassing the ears altogether. There is speculation that this is a form of microwave
hearing. Some report hearing the voices outside of their heads, as though there is a speaker
inside their home somewhere.
• Visual Hallucinations: Some report visual hallucinations. Seeing colored lights is commonly
reported.
• Street Theatre: Some people experience what is called "street theatre" - a form of
harassment that involves multiple stalkers participating in aggravating the target, very often
involving noise campaigns.
1. See Terrorist Stalking in America, which describes how street theatre is accomplished.
2. See two Toronto Star articles on extremist group vigilante type behavior which follows the
same model of harassment.
3. Also, see www.gangstalking.ca for a more detailed description.
• Sleep deprivation: This is commonly reported and achieved any number of ways, but
usually involving excessive noise.
• Anxiety attacks: Many people experience a racing or pounding heart just as they are about
to go to sleep.
• "Pseudo" heart attacks: This involves the sensation that the chest is being tightly
constricted, mimicking the symptoms of a heart attack.
• Other symptoms: Social isolation, chronic fatigue and other illnesses, headaches, thoughts
of suicide, depression, inability to hold a job, diagnoses of mental illness, and the like often
accompany the situation.

• Computer problems: Although victims are certainly not alone in having computer problems,
they report frequent issues with emails as well as general computer use. Click here to see
some examples.
• Destruction of property: Items are vandalized but not to the degree that it would appear to
be vandalism to someone else. This technique is called "Gaslighting" and is a form of subtle
revenge that is described here in a book review by Eleanor White. The purpose is to incur
numerous small costs over time to the targeted individual, thereby raising stress levels, as
well as to undermine a person psychologically by creating a sense of self-doubt and
insecurity.
http://www.eharassment.ca/index.htm
Read full article
< http://web.archive.org/web/20070113132204/eharassment.ca/index.htm >

--- --Cheryl Welsh, List of mind control symptoms,
whether the related technology is scientifically proven
and if there is military interest
or funding of the related technology, March, mindjustice.org, 2003, < http://mindjustice.org
/symptoms.htm >.
Quote: Symptoms
• Microwave hearing
• Transmission of specific commands into the subconscious
• Visual disturbances, visual hallucinations
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• Inject words, numbers into brain via electromagnetic radiation waves
• Manipulation of emotions
• Reading thoughts remotely
• Causing pain to any nerve of the body.
• Remote manipulation of human behavior from space
• Harassment, stress symptoms such as helicopters flying overhead
• Seeing, as in a camera, through your eyes, i.e. to see what you see exactly
• Control of sleep patterns.
• Computer-brain interface, control and communication
• Complex control of the brain such as retrieving memories, implanting personalities

Read full article
http://mindjustice.org/symptoms.htm

--- --“Effects of GHz radiation on the human nervous system: Recent developments in the
technology of political control
Analysis on Mind Control Electromagnetic Weapons”
by Harlan E. Girard
Global Research, May 6, 2006:
http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=viewArticle&code=20060506&
articleId=2398
--- --http://www.catchcanada.org/#WhyisthisHappening
CATCH, What do victims experience?, < http://www.catchcanada.org/#WhyisthisHappening
>.
Quote: Targets may experience the following physical symptoms:
• Dizziness, weakness
• Frequent headaches
• Extreme fatigue
• Intense, disruptive ear ringing
• Buzzing or clicking in the head, ears or sinuses
• Jolts and jerks to muscles
• Abdominal pain/nausea
• Mental confusion/inability to concentrate
Read full article
< http://www.catchcanada.org/#WhyisthisHappening >.
http://www.c-a-t-c-h.ca/
Technological harassment can include
http://www.c-a-t-c-h.ca/
--- --"The Use of Psychotronic Weapons", "What everyone should know", (courtesy :
http://www.mindjustice.org/cherkova.htm), < http://www.angelfire.com/pro2/dchakrab
/cherkova_sum.htm >.
Quote:
How it affects (Physical & psycho-physical damages):
Physical damage, visible results achieved at the moment of influence.
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* burns, pricks, cuts, wounds (ray weapons, laser)
* bleeding into the brain (laser ray with energy pulses of 40 joules) and on the skin energy in
pulses: 3 - 100 joules)
* Blindness in the eyes, loping of eyelashes (laser ray)
* loss of memory (influence of frequency of up to 100Hz. and a reduction to 5 Hz.)
* destruction of the vestibulary [inner ear] apparatus, spatial orientation
* symptoms of [***] [with a large exposure and strength, paralysis (UBCh) in the area of the
beginning of the spinal column
* irregular sleeping, heart-beating
* numbness of the hands; at night, cramping of the legs
* sharp decrease in hemoglobin, micro-burns to the skin, ionization of the blood and body
fluids, an increase in the deterioration rate of clothing material, photographic material
[illuminating], (thermal-electronic emissions from lamps in the room with the feeding units of
electrical networks and fittings of the wall, [...]
* vibrations (separate organs can vibrate: the heart, kidneys, etc.), [...] (from
* vibrational technologies)
* pressure, coolness of the skin
* feelings of non-specific fear and panic (from the weapons) [...] tremors, tapping,
destruction of fragile objects from the waves, from the impulses and from other
manifestations of technological poltergeist

Psycho-physical damage depending on intensity and duration of effects. Damage in the
physical sphere (up to programmed premature death).
Stage I.
* changes in the blood (early signs)
* overheating substances especially and increase in crystallization, leading to cataracts (early
sign)
* ill reactions along the path of the bio-energetic potential from the effects [... ]
* prickly sensations, tremors to the muscles of the feet
* aggravation of chronic illnesses
* internal bleeding (nose, stomach, gynecological)
* auditory tones of various frequencies
* sharp pain in the internal ear
* dull pains in the area behind the ears
* internal trembling, vibrations
* head pain in the temple and a warmness in that area, pain in the eye-sockets
* likelihood of miscarriage, an increase of 80% for chances of premature births, anomalous
* development of the fetus, often with defective brains

Stage II.
* "radio-sound" effect (before this is long-conducted the resonance-loosening of spinal and
brain fluids at the frequency of 2-10 Hz. for maintaining the fluids of theskull and brain in
stimulation
* steady reactions to all aspects of coding
* lowering of energy (observed with irradiation at the frequency carrying frequencies of ~780
Hz.and amplitude modulation ~71 Hz.)
* aggravation of dermatosis
* eye pains (cataracts, asymmetry in lenses of the eyes, puffiness [?] of the retinas )
* aggravation of the course of chronic illnesses
* destruction of the functions of the kidneys, liver, organs of digestion, circulatory system,
bleeding in gingivae, gums, peridontal and others
* gauntness
* "sand" in the eyes, burning sensation, loss of hair, brittleness of nails
* compression pain in the heart fits of coughing
* changes of the color of the face (bronze shading of the skin)
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* asymmetrical puffiness of the face
* disfiguration of the face, the intentional emaciation of separate muscles, cartilage
* syndromes of destruction to the external nerves of the thighs
* impotence

Stage III.
* destruction of the brain, irreversible changes to the structure of the brain (academician V.P.
Vekhtereva)
* irreversible processes in the muscle material, in the bones of the skull, and in the structures
of neurons "..minimalization of life" --external reaction to EMP appears as an illness, up to
heavy, sharp, chronic, organic pathological processes (academician V.P. Kaznacheev)
* "..the entire speeding up of the aging process, sclerosis, oncogenesis (academician V.P.
Kaznacheev)
* destruction of bio-chemical processes in the cells with distrophic changes in the organs
(academician V.P. Kaznacheev)
* destruction of the cell membranes, chemical connections in the cells -leading to leukemia,
cancer of the brain and prostate gland, breast cancer, (even with weak EMP, but of long
duration "...the genetic apparatus is altered..." (academician V.P. Kaznacheev)
* the reflex activities are destroyed
* the functioning of the hormonal system is destroyed
* [....] Parkinson's disease (trembling of the hands) and Alzheimer's disease (from changes in
the production of the hormone melanin ([...] gland) that causes degenerative changes in
substances at the molecular level disfunctions of the sino-atrial node of the heart (even with a
low frequency)
* infarction, cerebral thrombosis, osteo-[*** ], peridontal, sugar diabetes
* allergies
* epilepsy (especially caused by the multiple-rapid stimulation by a weak, low frequency
waves)
* hypertension, hypotension
* programmed or instantaneous (with the subjection to extreme effects -up to the border of
deadly conditions) premature death --it is well known by the experimentors that cases of
death do occur (academician V.P. Kaznacheev)
* a decrease and dying off of the population, humanity, mankind

Damage in the mental sphere (up to the point of insanity).
Stage I.
* manifestations of depression
* lowering in the interest in perceived information
* shortness of temper (irritability)

Stage II.
* steady depression
* lowering of abilities for analytical thinking, some worsening of the memory
* symptoms of chronic fatigue
* superficial nature of sleep
* higher incidents of conflicts

Stage III.
* confusion in the accounting of events in real life
* loss of ability for analytical thinking
* lowering and a loss of memory
* feelings of the lack of sleep
* indifference to personal external appearance [...]
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* lowering of self-control from the deficit of the hormone seratonin due to SVCh irradiation
* suicide (as the experimentors "practice" provocation techniques)
* "...invisible weak fields ...their ignoring that they are carrying with them a deadly
danger"... "...people simply start going crazy and nobody understands why..." (academician
V.P. Kaznacheev)
"Consequences of effects of micro-leptonic generators are described by the leading developer
in this area [from the] V. Lab. of Micro-leptonic Technologies D. Okhatryym: in 1982 there
began extremely unpleasant things with the health our co-workers. At first, there arose their
feeling unwell, then the loss of logic, then after this, the loss of spatial orientation. Finally, a
breakdown of diseased [affected] organs. The coming out of this condition -and this includes
myself -was achieved with great difficulty."
(in the book by Ju. Vorob'evskii" Knock at the Golden Gate, Moscow, 1999.
Manipulation with the memory.
* Erasure
* Blockage
* Recording of information needed by the experimentor
* training -"prompting" (after erasure)
* comparison,
* reproduction of picture a from a prior testing as though bifurcated [?]
* a shifting of the effective frequency up to 100 Hz. or a lowering to 5 Hz., with memory loss

Control of Stimulation in the brain.
* by states of consciousness (up to the loss of these)
* in sleep
* emotions
* intellectual capabilities
* attention
* speech
* activeness
* muscle tone
* stimulation of one and the same zone with stimulations of:
o 30 -40 mV- activization of attention, memory, movement;
o 60-70 mV- "emotiono-genic" effects
Different me
Read full article
http://www.angelfire.com/pro2/dchakrab/cherkova_sum.htm
--- --“ALPHABETICAL Index to Articles, raven1.net, december 28, 2008,
< http://www.raven1.net/ravindex.htm >
Quote: Symptom list, body image format
Electronic Harassment, eharassment.ca, < http://www.eharassment.ca/index.htm >.
Quote: What are the symptoms?
The following is a list of the most common symptoms which people experience. Not everyone
experiences all of these symptoms, but most victims share a large number of them.
• Ringing in the ears: Can be various pitches, constant, intermittent, occurring in both ears or
only one ear. Can sound like a low rumbling noise or like a buzzing mosquito, for example.
Victims report a feeling of discomfort that accompanies the noise. Some report the noise
being loud enough to cause excruciating pain.
• Clicking noises inside the head: Many report hearing "clicks" in their sinuses and/or their
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ears. Read Motorola Labs report about microwave hearing.
• Manipulation of body parts: Muscles are pulsed and/or contracted involuntarily. Feet, legs,
arms, and individual fingers can be made to move by sudden jerking or the motion can be
slow and controlled. This often occurs at night in bed, although it can occur anywhere.
• Piercing sensation on skin: This involves the feeling that the skin is being pierced by a
needle. Some report this as painful, while others only experience it mildly.
• Sinus problems: Those who suffer from sinus problems report it to be very painful and
agitating, with the sinuses filling up and pulsing, often preventing sleep from occurring.
• Sexual attacks: Many report the sensation of having their genitalia manipulated. Both men
and women report this. It involves tingling, prickling, arousal and/or pain of the genital area.
It is a particularly disturbing and traumatic experience, with the accompanying sensation of
being severely violated. Given the "artificial/electronic" nature of it, there is no question that
it is not by any stretch a "natural" occurrence.
• Tapping or Banging noises: This is experienced as coming from the outside environment. It
is often a source of sleep disturbance, and occurs just as one is going to sleep. Click here for a
sample recording.
• Appliances turning on/off: Some have had the experience of having appliances behave in
unpredictable or inexplicable ways. Machinery containing motors will run far too fast (and/or
far too loud) causing them to break down quickly.
• Hearing Voices: About half of the targeted people hear voices, often identified to be those
who are perpetrating the crime. The technology exists to transmit sound inside peoples
heads, bypassing the ears altogether. There is speculation that this is a form of microwave
hearing. Some report hearing the voices outside of their heads, as though there is a speaker
inside their home somewhere.
• Visual Hallucinations: Some report visual hallucinations. Seeing colored lights is commonly
reported.
• Street Theatre: Some people experience what is called "street theatre" - a form of
harassment that involves multiple stalkers participating in aggravating the target, very often
involving noise campaigns.
1. See Terrorist Stalking in America, which describes how street theatre is accomplished.
2. See two Toronto Star articles on extremist group vigilante type behavior which follows the
same model of harassment.
3. Also, see www.gangstalking.ca for a more detailed description.
• Sleep deprivation: This is commonly reported and achieved any number of ways, but
usually involving excessive noise.
• Anxiety attacks: Many people experience a racing or pounding heart just as they are about
to go to sleep.
• "Pseudo" heart attacks: This involves the sensation that the chest is being tightly
constricted, mimicking the symptoms of a heart attack.
• Other symptoms: Social isolation, chronic fatigue and other illnesses, headaches, thoughts
of suicide, depression, inability to hold a job, diagnoses of mental illness, and the like often
accompany the situation.

• Computer problems: Although victims are certainly not alone in having computer problems,
they report frequent issues with emails as well as general computer use. Click here to see
some examples.
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• Destruction of property: Items are vandalized but not to the degree that it would appear to
be vandalism to someone else. This technique is called "Gaslighting" and is a form of subtle
revenge that is described here in a book review by Eleanor White. The purpose is to incur
numerous small costs over time to the targeted individual, thereby raising stress levels, as
well as to undermine a person psychologically by creating a sense of self-doubt and
insecurity.
http://www.eharassment.ca/index.htm
Read full article
< http://web.archive.org/web/20070113132204/eharassment.ca/index.htm >
--- --“Effects of GHz radiation on the human nervous system: Recent developments in the
technology of political control
Analysis on Mind Control Electromagnetic Weapons”
by Harlan E. Girard
Global Research, May 6, 2006:
http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=viewArticle&code=20060506&
articleId=2398
--- --http://www.catchcanada.org/#WhyisthisHappening
CATCH, What do victims experience?, < http://www.catchcanada.org/#WhyisthisHappening
>.
Quote: Targets may experience the following physical symptoms:
• Dizziness, weakness
• Frequent headaches
• Extreme fatigue
• Intense, disruptive ear ringing
• Buzzing or clicking in the head, ears or sinuses
• Jolts and jerks to muscles
• Abdominal pain/nausea
• Mental confusion/inability to concentrate
Read full article
< http://www.catchcanada.org/#WhyisthisHappening >.
http://www.c-a-t-c-h.ca/

“ Technological harassment can include: “:
http://www.c-a-t-c-h.ca/
--- --“ALPHABETICAL Index to Articles, raven1.net, december 28, 2008,
< http://www.raven1.net/ravindex.htm >
Quote: Symptom list, body image format

http://www.raven1.net/effects.gif
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--- --“Effects of GHz radiation on the human nervous system: Recent developments in the
technology of political control
Analysis on Mind Control Electromagnetic Weapons”
by Harlan E. Girard
Global Research, May 6, 2006:
http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=viewArticle&code=20060506&
articleId=2398
--- ---

“ Technological harassment can include: “:
http://www.c-a-t-c-h.ca/

--- --Symptomology :
http://www.freedomfchs.com/page4.html
--- --Quote: “… psychotronic brain influences … ”:
http://zapatopi.net/mindguard/petscan.jpg
http://zapatopi.net/mindguard/
--- --Advanced Electronic Security Co:
Electronic Harassment:
Quote: “Symptoms of Electronic Radiation Exposure
Symptoms may include but are not limited to: Headache, eye irritation, dizziness, nausea,
skin rash, facial swelling, weakness, fatigue, pain in joints and/or muscles, buzzing/ringing in
ears, skin numbness, abdominal pressure and pain, breathing difficulty, irregular heartbeat,
sexual stimulation and hearing voices (see Patent #4,858,612). Additional symptoms have
been reported in some individuals such as paralysis, balance problems, body and/or muscle
spasms, convulsions, confusion,depression, difficulty in concentrating, seizure, sleep
disturbances, and memory difficulties. “:
http://www.bugsweeps.com/info/electronic_harass_print.html
--- --The American Cognitive Liberties Association:
Symptoms:
http://americancognitivelibertiesassoc.org/victims.aspx
--- ---
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Mind Control:
http://mindcontrol.twoday.net/
Brigitte Althof:
http://mindcontrol.twoday.net/topics/Beitraege+von+Brigitte+Althof/

Beschwerden und Störungen:
http://www.remotemindcontrol.netfirms.com/brigitte_althof.htm
--- ---

“Effecten van Psychotronica _ Effects of Psychotronics”:
http://www.volkskrantblog.nl/bericht/90275
“Violation of Humanrights with Psychotronics or Bioelectronics Most common ELF effects”:
http://www.volkskrantblog.nl/bericht/90275

“Symptoms of Electromagnetic Torture: “:
http://www.volkskrantblog.nl/bericht/99259

“Martelen met psychotronics 24 uur per dag! Torture 24 hours a day with psychotronics!
Most Common Known ELF Effects “:
http://www.volkskrantblog.nl/bericht/113126
http://www.volkskrantblog.nl/blog/5286
--- --- --- --“Targeting the Human with Directed Energy Weapons
Dr. Reinhard Munzert
6. Sept. 2002”:
http://www.mikrowellenterror.de/english/mw-weapon.htm

--- --“Microwave Bioeffect Congruence With Schizophrenia”:
http://omega.twoday.net/stories/2941540/

“MICROWAVE BIOEFFECT CONGRUENCE WITH SCHIZOPHRENIA
John J. McMurtrey”:
http://www.buergerwelle.de/pdf/microwave_congruence_schizophrenia.pdf
--- --Carole Smith:
“On the Need for New Criteria of Diagnosis of Psychosis in the Light of Mind Invasive
Technology”:
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http://www.raven1.net/newcriteria.html

http://www.btinternet.com/~psycho_social/Vol3/JPSS-CS2.html

http://www.angelfire.com/or/mctrl/NewCrit-JPSS-CS2.htm
--- --“Mr. Williams
2004-09-23
On the Need for New Criteria of Diagnosis of Psychosis... “:
http://www.pahealthsystems.com/archive240-2004-9-109312.html
--- --“Missbrauch der Psychiatrie”:
http://www.mikrowellenterror.de/artikel/psychmissbr.htm
--- --“MICROWAVE HARASSMENT AND MIND-CONTROL EXPERIMENTATION
by, Julianne McKinney
Director, Electronic Surveillance Project
Association of National Security Alumni
December 1992”:
…
“BIOEFFECTS OF MICROWAVE RADIATION “ …:
http://www.raven1.net/microwav.htm
http://www.the7thfire.com/new_world_order/mind_control
/microwave_harassment_and_mind-control.htm
http://www.geocities.com/Area51/Shadowlands/6583/project191.html
http://www.pinknoiz.com/coldwar/microwave.html
http://www.xs4all.nl/~sm4csi/nwo/MindControl/Microwave.Harassment.And.MindControl.Experimentation.htm
--- --“MICROWAVE BIOEFFECT CONGRUENCE WITH SCHIZOPHRENIA
John J. McMurtrey”:
http://www.buergerwelle.de/body_science.html

http://whale.to/b/mcmurtrey.html

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/jt200304/jtselect/jtment/1127/1127se15.htm
…
--- --- --Quote: “Electronic Assassination
By Michele Moore
November 23, 2005
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...A beam of the right electro magnetic energy aimed directly at your skull kills cleanly,
secretly, silently and without a trace. ...
...A sense of malaise and then a sudden, stabbing headache may be the last things you
remember. ...
...Your bones will ache and your skin will itch, your face will wither and your eyes sink,
swollen and blood shot. …”:
http://www.americanchronicle.com/articles/viewArticle.asp?articleID=3810

The Internet Archive Wayback Machine:
http://web.archive.org/collections/web.html

http://web.archive.org/web/20060210095300/http://www.americanchronicle.com/articles
/viewArticle.asp?articleID=3810

Yours sincerely.
_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.
Last edited by Anatole on Fri Jan 02, 2009 1:53 pm; edited 2 times in total

Back to top
Anatole

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

Posted: Tue Apr 10, 2007 3:54 pm
TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY

Post subject: Re:STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS TORTURE
BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROLANNIHILATION SLAVERY ASSASSINATION!!!

Dear Sir, Madam, :

Civil EFFECTS: TORTURE … ASSASSINATION:

SILENT HOLOCAUST:

“SATURDAY, JANUARY 27, 2007”:

Quote:”HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY/SILENT HOLOCAUST/GROUP NAME
Today, January 27, is Holocaust Memorial Day in observance of the Jewish Holocaust. It was
on this day in 1945 that the Russians came and liberated the Jews from Auschwitz. This day
has been observed worldwide since 2001. Victims of other atrocities are also being
remembered.
We, who are victims of the "silent holocaust" are still waiting for our liberation, but
coincidentally it was also a year ago today we officially adopted our group name, Freedom
From Covert Harassment and Surveillance. Hopefully, this is a Divine indication that someday
soon we will also achieve liberation from the Nazi tormentors. “:
http://www.freedomfchs.com/page2.html
--- --“Mind Games”
“By Sharon Weinberger
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Sunday, January 14, 2007; W22”:
Quote: “…In fact, the TI continued, "many report the sensation of having their genitalia
manipulated."
Both male and female TIs report a variety of "attacks" to their sexual organs. …”:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/01
/10/AR2007011001399_5.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/01
/10/AR2007011001399_5.html
--- --- --- --Quote: “…, werd in het K.Z. Auschwitz ook onderzocht, hoe men door röntgenstralen vrouwen
steriel kon maken. Hierover bericht Kleinova het volgende: “La méthode du Prof. Schumann
consistait à faire d’abord une application de rayons X sur la partie inférieure de l’abdomen,
c’est à dire sur les organes génitaux internes. Après quelquesunes de ces applications, une
ovariectomie était pratiquée, tantôt bi-latérale, tantôt uni-latérale. Dans ce dernier cas, une
nouvelle laparatomie enlevait le second ovaire quelque temps après”.
Maar Prof. Schumann beperkte zich niet tot de vrouwen. Bij mannen werd het effect van
röntgenstralen op een of twee testikels nagegaan door bestraling van het scrotum.Volgens
Steinberg, die arts geweest is in Block 21 van het Stammlager Auschwitz, werden de mannen
na de bestraling weer het kamp ingestuurd; zij waren “bis auf weiteres” van de selecties voor
de gaskamer vrijgesteld. Na enige tijd werden zij ondervraagd op polluties, sexuele
verlangens, karakterveranderingen, geheugenstoornissen, enz. Zij moesten masturberen en
indien dit niet lukte, werd prostaatmassage toegepast, eerst digitaal, later “au moyen d’une
manivelle qui était introduite dans le fondement du malheureux, quelques tours de manivelle
suffisaient pour provoquer l’érection et l’éejaculation de liquide spermatique”. …”:
ELIE ARON COHEN, HET DUITSE CONCENTRATIEKAMP, Een medische en psychologische
studie, proefschrift, Uitgeverij H.J.Paris – Amsterdam MCMLII, pag.83.
http://antiqbook.nl/boox/his/000076.shtml
http://www.antiqbook.nl/boox/erwin/001378.shtml
http://www.antiqbook.com/books/bookinfo.phtml?o=his&bnr=000076
…
--- --Quote:
“The Methods of Extermination”:
“Medical Experimentation”:
“…injection to the heart …”:
“Dr. Josef Mengele”:
“…blood samples were collected …”
“…the SS man who tried to force her to her assigned line …”

“Dr. Clauberg”:
“…He had experimented with different substances, but was very secretive about the exact
nature of the one he used, …”:

“Dr. Horst Schumann”:
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“…Among the medical experiments carried out on Block 10 was one involving the sterilization
of unknowing prisoners by x-rays. …”
“…completely ignorant of what was to be done to them. …”
“…Schumann himself turned on the machine, which hummed loudly. …”
“…"substantial burns" …including fever and severe pain and vomiting. …”

“…The experiment was that they were destroying our organs...We would cry together about
this" …”: …

http://www.geocities.com/onemansmind/hr/methods/Med.html
--- --Quote: “Thirty-four companies-many of them still Household names today, like Krupp, AEG
Telefunken, Siemens, Bayer, and IG Farben – made fortunes from the tortured labor of Jews,
Russians, Poles, soms Allied prisoners of war, and German prisoners of conscience.”:
Gerald L. Posner and John Ware, Mengele: The Complete Story, Cooper Square Press, 2000,
p.21.
http://www.amazon.com/Mengele-Complete-Gerald-L-Posner/dp/0070505985

http://www.amazon.com/Mengele-Complete-Story-Gerald-Posner/dp/0815410069/sr=1-3
/qid=1170354506/ref=sr_1_3/104-6348022-3060701?ie=UTF8&s=books
--- --“Ravensbrück …”:
http://www.gramschap.nl/rbweb/rbxsiemens.jpg
http://www.gramschap.nl/rbweb/rbverd3.html
--- --“Ravensbrück …”:
http://www.gramschap.nl/rbweb/rbxsiemens.jpg
Quote: “… In het Neurenbergse proces speelde een briefwisseling tussen de Fa. Baer en de
leiding van het concentratiekamp Auschwitz een rol. In deze correspondentie ging het over de
beschikbaarstelling van vrouwen voor medische experimenten. In de eerste brief van de Fa.
Baer staat: "Met betrekking tot het plan tot experimenteren met een nieuw slaapmiddel
zouden we het op prijs stellen wanneer u een aantal vrouwen ter beschikking zou willen
stellen. . ." In de volgende brieven werd op de prijs beknibbeld, die de firma met 200 RM per
vrouw veel te hoog vond. Zij wilde slechts 170 RM per 'hoofd' betalen. Beklemtoond werd dat
de vrouwen in een zo goed mogelijke gezondheid moesten zijn. In de afsluitende brief staat:
"De proeven werden gedaan. Alle personen stierven. We zullen met betrekking tot een
nieuwe zending vrouwen contact met u opnemen. . . " …
PSEUDO-WETENSCHAPPELIJKE PROEVEN OP LEVENDE OBJECTEN
… Pogingen om nadere inlichtingen te krijgen van de artsen bleven zonder resultaat. … “:
http://www.gramschap.nl/rbweb/rbverd3.html
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--- --Quote: “De Jodinnen zelf mogen er niets van weten”:
SS in Actie, Een documentatie over de misdaden der SS, Pegasus Amsterdam, 1966, p.378.
--- --UN:
Secretary-General
SG/SM/10860
OBV/606
“Remembrance plays vital role in efforts to stem tide of human cruelty, says
Secretary-General in message for day in memory of holocaust victims”:
Quote: “…The International Day in memory of the victims of the Holocaust is thus a Day on
which we must reassert our commitment to human rights. That cause was brutally desecrated
at Auschwitz, and by genocides and atrocities since. We must apply the lessons of the
Holocaust to today’s world. I am strongly committed to that mission. …”:
http://www.un.org/News/Press/docs//2007/sgsm10860.doc.htm
--- --UN:
29 January 2007
Press Release
Note No. 6061
Department of Public Information Launches ‘Electronic Notes for Speakers’ Website
on Holocaust Remembrance Day, 29 January:
http://www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2007/note6061.doc.htm

P.S.:
http://babelfish.altavista.com/
http://www.freetranslation.com/
http://translation.langenberg.com/
http://translation.paralink.com/
http://www.worldlingo.com/en/websites/url_translator.html
http://www.online-translator.com/text.asp?lang=en

http://www.translate.ru/text.asp?lang=ru
--- --“American Chronicle - Beverly Hills,CA,USA”:
“By Michele Moore
September 27, 2005”:
“Who Is Protecting Our Psychotronic Weapons?”:

http://www.americanchronicle.com/articles/viewArticle.asp?articleID=2614
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http://web.archive.org/web/20051210065550/http://www.americanchronicle.com/articles
/viewArticle.asp?articleID=2614
Yours sincerely.
_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.
Back to top
Anatole

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

Posted: Tue Apr 24, 2007 6:01 pm
TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROL

Post subject: STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY
CONTROLANNIHILATION SLAVERY ASSASSINATION!!!

Dear Sir, Madam, :
BIO-Psychotronic Weapons are BIO-Weapons of Mass Destruction:
Biotechnological weapons, Nanoweapons, Electronic Weapons, Electromagnetic and
Neurological Weapons, Neuroweapons, Bio-electronics, Psychophysical, Torsion Weapon,
Radiofrequency Weapons controlling the functions of human brain, Electromagnetic
Frequency Weapons, Radiofrequency weapons controling human nervous
system,Psychotronic mind-control weapons, BRAIN CONTROL WEAPONS, Mind control
weapons, Psychotronic, Psychotronwaffe, Psychoelectronic Weapons, Psy weapons,
Denial & Psych Weapons, Psychoacoustic Weapon, Acoustic Weapon, Energy Weapons,
Psycho electronics, Electronic harassment, Biophysical Warfare, Bio-Electro-Weapons,
Bio-electromagnetic Weapons, Electromagnetic Resonance Weapons, New Weapons of
Mass Destruction: Electromagnetic and Neurological Technologies, Mind Control: Psytronic
Waffen - Psy Weapons - Psychotronic Weapons, EMR mind control weapons,
SPACE-BASED MIND CONTROL WEAPONS … :
Google Search:
http://www.google.com/webhp?hl=en&btnG=Google+Search
--- --A.G.Karaiani,
( The doctor of psychological sciences, the professor, the academician )
page:11:
Quote: “… At least, following functions of war are obvious:
- Regulation of moral, strong-willed and aggressive energy, state of health of people on the
Earth;
- Change of the status of social groups (classes, tribes, religions, the nations, the states,
formations, social systems), systems of attitudes of authority and submission, a configuration
of intergroup attitudes;
- Redistribution in-group and out-group unity/solidarity;
- Change of the mental status of the population of the Earth (increase in quantity of persons
with mental frustration, postmilitary syndromes, etc.);
- Change of ideologies, social installations, norms and values;
- A discharge of mental intensity of people, sublimation of promptings of collective
unconscious, etc. … “:
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http://armyrus.ru/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=738&Itemid=1147
( software translation)
Yours sincerely.
P.S.1.:
http://www.milpsy.ru/images/Karaiani.jpg
http://www.milpsy.ru/istoriya_kaf.html
P.S.2: http://www.google.com.au/language_tools?hl=en

http://babelfish.altavista.com/
http://www.freetranslation.com/
http://translation.langenberg.com/
http://translation.paralink.com/
http://www.worldlingo.com/en/websites/url_translator.html
http://www.online-translator.com/text.asp?lang=en
http://www.translate.ru/text.asp?lang=ru
--- --Pittsburgh Independent Media Center:
Quote: ““Who controls the minds of people, controls the world.”
by RSD Sunday, Oct. 10, 2004 at 5:50 PM
"If we do not stop this electromagnetic Mind Control towards the civilian and the whole
population of the Globe, we're all going to be biological robots for a small elite. I think that
this is absolutely the most vital question in the whole world, and it concerns every single
child, mother, father -- every person in the whole world..." “:
http://pittsburgh.indymedia.org/news/2004/10/15852.php
Yours sincerely.
_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.
Last edited by Anatole on Wed May 06, 2009 6:31 am; edited 1 time in total

Back to top
Anatole

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

Posted: Wed May 09, 2007 4:11 pm
TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROL

Post subject: STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY
CONTROLANNIHILATION SLAVERY ASSASSINATION!!!
Dear Sir/Madam, :

Psychotronic Weapons are Biological Weapons of Mass-Destruction:
2003.
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Prokofiev V.F., Dr. Sci. Tech. :

Secret weapon of informats. of the war: attack on subconsciousness.
Prokofiev V. F.03I. 408p.
p.338:
Quote: "338.Secret weapon of the information war: attack on
subconsciousness
8.2. Place of Psychophysical Weapons among the known and the
hypothetical it is specific the Weapons of Mass-Destruction OF THE XXI
century
In the work [ 107 ], executed by the high(ly)-class professionals in
the region of the perspective means of armaments, to the promising
hypothetical I see weapons of mass-destructions (WMD), together with
the already known to nuclear, chemical and biological, they are
referred: geophysical, laser, genetic, ethnic, radio-frequency,
infrasonic, on the basis of the annihilation of particles and
antiparticles, the discharge of asteroids, information and
radiological. Toxin and Psychotronic Weapons is referred to the
biological and the chemical. Matgrass B.C. [ 13 ] to this enumeration
adds even cluster and divides information weapons into the
information- psychological and psychotronic weapons. ... ":
http://security.bizbook.ru/listing.php?book_id=21701&page_num=338&reset
p.383: Quote: "13. Belous V. the possibility of designing of weapon of
mass-destruction on the new physical principles/collector "nuclear
propagation". Iss. № 23. - M., 1998.":
http://security.bizbook.ru/listing.php?book_id=21701&page_num=383
p.390: Quote: "107. Scientific and technical report on NIR "asteroid AYEN". - M.: NTTS "Diamond", 1993. ":
http://security.bizbook.ru/listing.php?book_id=21701&page_num=390
p.396: Quote: "Vyacheslav Fadeyevich Prokofiev - professional
specialist in the region of new military technologies. Colonel of
reserve ":
http://security.bizbook.ru/listing.php?book_id=21701&page_num=397

p.397: Quote: "Scientific Publication :
Prokofiev Vyacheslav Fadeyevnch. Secret weapon of the information war:
attack on subconsciousness.
…
Tel./Fax: (095) 371-1316 E-mail: sinteg@...
http://vAvw.sinteg.ru
…
ISBN 5-89638-059-3
9 785896 '3 8059 7 ":
http://security.bizbook.ru/listing.php?book_id=21701&page_num=397
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P.S.: Translation : http://www.google.com.au/language_tools?hl=en

http://babelfish.altavista.com/
http://www.freetranslation.com/
http://translation.langenberg.com/
http://translation.paralink.com/
http://www.worldlingo.com/en/websites/url_translator.html
http://www.online-translator.com/text.asp?lang=en
http://www.translate.ru/text.asp?lang=ru
--- --BIO-Psychotronic Weapons:
Biotechnological weapons, Nanoweapons, Electronic Weapons,
Electromagnetic and Neurological Weapons, Neuroweapons,
Bio-electronics, Psychophysical, Torsion Weapon, Radiofrequency
Weapons controlling the functions of human brain, Electromagnetic
Frequency Weapons, Radiofrequency weapons controling human nervous
system,Psychotronic mind-control weapons, BRAIN CONTROL WEAPONS, Mind
control weapons, Psychotronic, Psychotronwaffe, Psychoelectronic
Weapons, Psy weapons, Denial & Psych Weapons, Psychoacoustic Weapon,
Acoustic Weapon, Energy Weapons, High Power Microwave Weapons, Psycho
electronics, Electronic harassment, Biophysical Warfare,
Bio-Electro-Weapons, Bio-electromagnetic Weapons, Electromagnetic
Resonance Weapons, New Weapons of Mass Destruction: Electromagnetic
and Neurological Technologies, Mind Control: Psytronic Waffen - Psy
Weapons - Psychotronic Weapons, EMR mind control weapons, SPACE-BASED
MIND CONTROL WEAPONS … :
Search:
http://www.google.co.uk/
http://www.google.com/webhp?hl=en&btnG=Google+Search
http://www.google.com/
http://www.ya.ru/
http://www.yahoo.com/
http://www.altavista.com/
http://www.live.com/?searchonly=true&mkt=en-US
and:
Archive:
http://web.archive.org/collections/web.html
--- --Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and
Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on
their Destruction

http://disarmament2.un.org/wmd/bwc/

Yours sincerely.
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_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.
Last edited by Anatole on Wed May 06, 2009 6:32 am; edited 1 time in total

Back to top
Anatole

Posted: Thu May 10, 2007 9:25 am
TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROL

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY

Post subject: STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

CONTROLANNIHILATION SLAVERY ASSASSINATION!!!
Dear Sir, Madam,

International Committee of the Red Cross:
ICRC:
http://www.icrc.org/
Section: Weapons and international humanitarian law
International humanitarian law contains basic principles and rules governing the choice of
weapons and prohibits or restricts the employment of certain weapons, means and
methods of warfare.:
http://www.icrc.org/web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/htmlall/section_ihl_weapons?OpenDocument
20-11-2006 Press Release 06/127
Biological weapons: ICRC calls for concerted efforts to prevent use
Geneva (ICRC) – States party to the Biological Weapons Convention will meet in Geneva,
from 20 November to 8 December 2006, for the sixth regular review of the treaty.
Quote: “Science and industry have a critical role in preventing the hostile use of their
research, but steps must be taken by all those concerned to minimize the risks.
The ICRC is convinced that this approach will contribute to building an effective “web of
prevention” that can help protect humanity from poisoning and the deliberate spread of
disease in the future. “:
http://www.icrc.org/Web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/html/ihl-weapons-news-201106!OpenDocument
--- ---

Sections: Weapons:
http://www.icrc.org/web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/htmlall/section_ihl_new_weapons?opendocument
30-11-2001:
New Weapons:
http://www.icrc.org/web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/htmlall/57JRHA/$FILE
/New_Weapons.pdf?OpenElement
30-9-2005:
David P. Fidler is Professor of Law and Harry T. Ice Faculty Fellow, Indiana University School
of Law, Bloomington, USA. :
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The meaning of Moscow: “Non-lethal” weapons and international law in the early 21st
century :
http://www.icrc.org/Web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/html/review-859-p525
http://www.icrc.org/Web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/htmlall/review-859-p525/$File/irrc_859_Fidler.pdf
P.S. David Fidler, Professor of Law :
http://www.law.indiana.edu/directory/dfidler.asp
http://www.law.indiana.edu/directory/img/dfidler.jpg
--- --International Committee of the Red Cross:

30-11-2006 Legal article
A Guide to the Legal Review of New Weapons, Means and Methods of Warfare
Measures to Implement Article 36 of Additional Protocol I of 1977

Quote: “General rules include the rules aimed at protecting civilians from the indiscriminate
effects of weapons and combatants from unnecessary suffering.”:
http://www.icrc.org/Web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/html/new-weapons-publication-190106
http://www.icrc.org/Web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/htmlall/new-weapons-publication-190106/$File
/ENGLISH%20FINAL%20AR.36%2023.01.2007.pdf
--- --International Committee of the Red Cross:

11-05-2005
Torture: the ultimate abuse of human rights?
In what has now become a regular yearly event, the Centre for Human Rights at the London
School of Economics (LSE) and the ICRC on 11 May 2005 organized a public panel discussion
on a topical issue linked to international humanitarian law and human rights law.
Quote: “The four speakers then presented their views on:
the legal background to the development of international legislation prohibiting torture (Sir
Nigel Rodley, Professor of Law at Essex University and a former UN Special Rapporteur on
torture)
the ethical issues and the dimension of individual responsibility raised by the argument in
favour of the use of duress to obtain information from detainees in order to enhance public
safety (Chris Brown, Professor of International Relations at the LSE),
the legal aspects of detention at Guantanamo Bay and the renditions of detainees to third
countries where they might suffer ill-treatment (Victoria Brittain, journalist and co-author of a
theatre play about Guantanamo Bay),
the challenge of defining what constitutes torture and the ICRC's experience of the impact of
torture on detainees (Alain Aeschlimann, Head of the Central Tracing Agency and Protection
Division at the ICRC).
The presentations were followed by a lively debate between the audience and the panel which
confirmed the majority view of torture as abhorrent and served to underline the importance
of the ICRC's visits to places of detention worldwide. “:
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http://www.icrc.org/Web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/html/LSE-torture-110505
Yours sincerely.
P.S.:
International Committee of the Red Cross
19 avenue de la Paix
CH 1202 Geneva
ICRC presidency:
President: Jakob Kellenberger
Vice-President :Olivier Vodoz
Vice-President: Jacques Forster
press.gva@icrc.org
Belgium
ICRC delegation
Rue Guimard, 7
1040 Bruxelles
Tel.: (+32) 2 286 58 70
Fax: (+32) 2 286 58 79
e-mail : bruxelles.bru@icrc.org
France
ICRC delegation
10, bis Passage d'enfer
75014 Paris
Tel.: (+33) 1 56 54 11 11
Fax: (+33) 1 40 47 61 11
e-mail : paris.par@icrc.org
United States
ICRC regional delegation
1100 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 500
Washington DC 20036
(covers USA and Canada)
Tel.: (+1) 202 587 46 00
Fax: (+1) 202 587 46 96
e-mail: washington.was@icrc.org
_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.
Back to top
Anatole

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

Posted: Tue May 22, 2007 7:43 am
TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY

Post subject: STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY
CONTROLANNIHILATION SLAVERY ASSASSINATION!!!
Dear Sir, Madam, :
CONVENTION ON THE PROHIBITION OF THE DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION AND
STOCKPILING OF BACTERIOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL) AND TOXIN WEAPONS AND ON THEIR
DESTRUCTION
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Signed at Washington, London, and Moscow April 10,1972
Ratification advised by U.S. Senate December 16, 1974
Ratified by U.S. President January 22, 1975
U.S. ratification deposited at Washington, London, and Moscow March 26, 1975
Proclaimed by U.S. President March 26, 1975
Entered into force March 26, 1975
The States Parties to this Convention,
Determined to act with a view to achieving effective progress towards general and complete
disarmament,
including the prohibition and elimination of all types of weapons of mass destruction,
and convinced that the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical
and bacteriological (biological) weapons and their elimination, through effective measures,
will facilitate the achievement of general and complete disarmament under strict and
effective international control, …:

PARTIES AND SIGNATORIES OF THE BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION
STATE (COUNTRY) … :
http://www.state.gov/www/global/arms/treaties/bwc1.html
--- --THE PETITION:
Call for the global ban of remote manipulation of human beings by technical means:
http://www.petitionthem.com/default.asp?sect=detail&pet=2022
THE PETITION:
Expose and End Electronic Weapons Torture:
http://petitionthem.com/default.asp?sect=detail&pet=2483

Yours sincerely.
_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.
Back to top
Anatole

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

Posted: Sun May 27, 2007 11:54 am
TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROL

Post subject: STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS TORTURE BRAINMIND CONTROL SLAVERY
ASSASSINATION!!!
Dear Sir, Madam, :
Lynn Surgalla, Former VP United States Psychotronics Association
Re: THE MISUSE OF MICROWAVE WEAPONS
« on: 11/28/2006 11:07:21 PM »
Quote: ” In 2001, HR2977, The Space Preservation Act (2001) was introduced into Congress
to BAN ALL Directed Energy Weapons. Its passage has thusfar been blocked.
In 2002, the United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR) formally listed a
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NEW CATEGORY of WEAPON OF MASS DESTRUCTION (Psychotronic Mind Control and other
Electromagnetic Resonance Weapons) in their 2002 Media Guide to Disarmament.
In 2003, the State of Michigan passed into Law House Bills 4513 and 4514 BANNING the use of
ALL FORMS of ELECTROMAGNETIC WEAPONS against Human Beings in the State of Michigan.
In 1999, the European Union Parliament passed Resolution A4-0005/1999 Section 27 which
“Calls for an International Convention introducing a GLOBAL BAN on all developments and
deployments of weapons which might enable any forms of manipulation of Human Beings.”
(PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS). “:
http://petitionthem.com/default.asp?sect=forum&petition=2483&thread=7037
--- --Lynn A Surgalla, Former Vice-President
United States Psychotronics Association
PO Box 2
Monmouth Beach, NJ 07750
Quote: ” In 2001, HR2977, The Space Preservation Act (2001) was introduced into Congress
to BAN ALL Directed Energy Weapons. Its passage has thusfar been blocked.
In 2002, the United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR) formally listed a
NEW CATEGORY of WEAPON OF MASS DESTRUCTION (Psychotronic Mind Control and other
Electromagnetic Resonance Weapons) in their 2002 Media Guide to Disarmament.
In 2003, the State of Michigan passed into Law House Bills 4513 and 4514 BANNING the use of
ALL FORMS of ELECTROMAGNETIC WEAPONS against Human Beings in the State of Michigan.
In 1999, the European Union Parliament passed Resolution A4-0005/1999 Section 27 which
“Calls for an International Convention introducing a GLOBAL BAN on all developments and
deployments of weapons which might enable any forms of manipulation of Human Beings.”
(PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS). “:
http://soleilmavis.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!9B6CD1D7F6F8F411!1924.entry
Yours sincerely.
_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.
Back to top
Anatole

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

Posted: Wed Jun 13, 2007 8:25 pm
TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROL

Post subject: STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY
CONTROLANNIHILATION SLAVERY ASSASSINATION!!!
Dear Sir, Madam, :
SECRECY NEWS
from the FAS Project on Government Secrecy
Volume 2002, Issue No. 4
January 10, 2002
BILL WOULD BAN SPACE-BASED MIND CONTROL WEAPONS
Quote: “Rep. Dennis Kucinich (D-OH) introduced a bill in the House of Representatives late
last year that would ban weapons in space. But while there have been many similar
legislative initiatives in the past, Rep. Kucinich's bill is distinguished by its unusually expansive
definition of "weapons."
Among the weapons that it would proscribe the new measure includes "psychotronic"
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devices that are "directed at individual persons or targeted populations for the purpose of ...
mood management, or mind control."
No explanation for this peculiar proposal was immediately available. But the text of "The
Space Preservation Act of 2001" (H.R. 2977), introduced on October 2, may be found here:
http://www.fas.org/sgp/congress/2001/hr2977.html
The Kucinich bill was hailed by Citizens Against Human Rights Abuse, one of a number of
organizations of people who say they are victims of government experimentation involving
electromagnetic and other psychotronic weapons. See their web site here:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~welsh/
The bill has been referred to three House Committees. “:
http://www.fas.org/sgp/news/secrecy/2002/01/011002.html
--- ---

Foreign Military Studies Office:
THE RUSSIAN MILITARY AND THE REVOLUTION IN MILITARY AFFAIRS: A CASE OF THE THE
ORACLE OF DELPHI OR CASSANDRA?
by Dr. Jacob W. Kipp
Foreign Military Studies Office, Fort Leavenworth, KS.
This papers was originally presented at:
MORS Conference
Annapolis, Maryland
6-8 June 1995
Quote: “Gareev provides a long list of new weapons that are under development. They
include non-lethal means that incapacitate equipment and paralyze personnel.
Psychotronic weapons, which he describes as a new type of weapon of mass destruction
that works on the psychology of people for extended periods of time -- months and years are
mentioned.
Advanced research in genetic engineering and molecular biology has made possible genetic
weapons that use man-made toxins to affect the genetic apparatus of living organisms
Electromagnetic and infra-sound to attack the human organism, as can low-frequency
vibrations to bring on epilepsy. Researchers consider the development of "geophysical
weapons" to bring on earthquakes, tidal waves, destruction of the ozone, and cloudbursts in
specific regions of the world. Gareev argues that the first generation of such weapons were
employed by the US in Vietnam and that later models have the potential for greater
effect.106 ”:
http://www.fas.org/nuke/guide/russia/agency/rusrma.htm
--- --Mind Control Forum: Resources / Other Sites :
http://www.mindcontrolforums.com/resrc-hm.htm

Yours sincerely.
_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.
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Back to top
Anatole

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

Posted: Wed Jul 18, 2007 3:12 pm
TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROL

Post subject: STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY
CONTROLANNIHILATION SLAVERY ASSASSINATION!!!

Dear Sir, Madam,
NewScientistTech:
Special Reports, Weapons Technology: 04 September 2006 , NewScientist.com news service
, Jeff Hecht :
Top 10: Weapons of the future:
Quote: “Weapons Technology - Keep up with the latest innovations in our cutting edge
special report. : 1. Autonomous weapons 2. High-energy lasers 3. Space-based weapons 4.
Hypersonic aircraft (Scramjet) 5. Active Denial System 6. Nuclear missiles 7. Stun guns
(Tasers) 8. High-power microwave weapons (e-bombs) 9. Layered missile defence 10.
Information warfare “...:
http://www.newscientisttech.com/channel/tech/weapons/dn9979-top-10-weapons-of-thefuture-.html;jsessionid=NIHIEBLJOGFH
--- --NewScientistTech: Special Reports, Weapons Technology:
24 April 2007, NewScientist.com news service, David Shiga:
US satellite to test missile defence technologies:
Quote: “The satellite also contains an experimental laser communication system. It was
provided by the German government as part of an agreement with the US, and will be tested
using a second identical system installed on a German satellite. International relations … “:
http://www.newscientisttech.com/channel/tech/weapons/dn11709-us-satellite-to-testmissile-defence-technologies.html
http://www.newscientisttech.com/channel/tech/weapons
--- --NewScientistTech: Article Preview:11 December 1993, VINCENT KIERNAN :
War over weapons that …:
War over weapons that can't kill: The Pentagon is secretly spending millions of dollars on
weapons that stun enemy soldiers, stick them to the ground or send them to sleep
Quote: “In a variety of classified projects, the Pentagon and its military researchers are
concocting an arsenal of 'nonlethal weapons' to stun, disorient or immobilise enemy forces.
To some, weapons that do not kill might appear to be a public relations gift. But not to the
US Department of Defense. Its nonlethal weapons programme is super-secret, kept from
the gaze of all but a few members of Congress. “:
http://www.newscientisttech.com/article/mg14019032.500-war-over-weapons-that-cantkill-the-pentagon-is-secretlyspending-millions-of-dollars--on-weapons-that-stun-enemysoldiers-stickthem-to--the-ground-or-send-them-to-sleep-.html
P.S.: Psychotronic Mind Control Weapons:
http://bellaciao.org/en/article.php3?id_article=6205
http://mindjustice.org/index.htm
Resources / Other Sites : http://www.mindcontrolforums.com/resrc-hm.htm
Yours sincerely.
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_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.
Back to top
Anatole

Posted: Sat Nov 03, 2007 8:11 am
TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROL

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROL/ANNIHILATION

Post subject: STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS

ORGANIZED STALKING/TERROR SLAVERY ASSASSINATION WEAPONS!!!
Dear Sir, Madam,
International Committee of the Red Cross, Section:
Review of new weapons and international humanitarian law
http://www.icrc.org/web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/html/section_ihl_new_weapons!Open
27-7-2007, ICRC Publication 2007 ref. 0902
A Guide to the Legal Review of New Weapons, Means and Methods of Warfare: Measures to
Implement Article 36 of Additional Protocol I of 1977
http://www.icrc.org/web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/html/p0902
Yours sincerely.
_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.

Back to top
Anatole

Posted: Thu Jan 24, 2008 6:53 am
BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROLANNIHILA

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROLANNIHILATION

Post subject: STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC TORTURE

ORGANIZED STALKING/TERROR SLAVERY ASSASSINATION WEAPONS!!!
Dear Sir, Madam,
Youtube.com, December 24, 2007:
Video: Psychotronic Weapons
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toNon7l5PiQ&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgHGVgYJZDg&feature=related
Youtube.com, April 28, 2007:
Video: Mind Control:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7apZl_lt0A
Yours sincerely.
_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.

Back to top
D.

Joined: 14 May 2007
Posts: 195
Location: northeastern USA

Posted: Fri Jan 25, 2008 1:57 am

Post subject: translation

Quote:
Ubi ius, ibi actio

What does this mean, Anatole?
Back to top
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Anatole

Posted: Fri Feb 15, 2008 10:46 am
BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROLANNIHILA

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROLANNIHILATION

Post subject: STOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC TORTURE

ORGANIZED STALKING/TERROR SLAVERY ASSASSINATION WEAPONS!!!
Dear Sir, Madam,
BioEFFECT: SILENT HOLOCAUST
The Silent Holocaust - Organized Stalking/Electronic Torture
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Nq4e2UqhXM
Yours sincerely.
_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.

Back to top
Anatole

Posted: Mon Mar 31, 2008 7:52 am
BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROLANNIHILAT

Joined: 02 Mar 2007
Posts: 28

TOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC TORTURE BRAINMIND/BODY CONTROLANNIHILATION

Post subject: TOP BIO-PSYCHOTRONIC TORTURE

ORGANIZED STALKING/TERROR SLAVERY ASSASSINATION WEAPONS!!!
Dear Sir, Madam,
Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada
Chris McHale, March 2003
The Challenge of Exotic Weapons
http://www.dfait.gc.ca/arms/isrop/research/mchale_2003_exotic_weapons/menu-en.asp#toc
Definition and Categories
Quote: Exotic weapons might also be interchanged with other terms such as “wonder
weapons,” often associated with weapons programs developed by Nazi Germany during
World War II. Due to the multiple uses of the term, can a working definition be produced for
exotic weapons? …
By manipulating physical components, chemical composition, concentration or manipulating
DNA, non-lethal weapons could be made lethal and vice versa.
http://www.dfait.gc.ca/arms/isrop/research/mchale_2003_exotic_weapons/section02-en.asp
Current Issues: Possible Effects of Exotic Weapons on Warfare, Intervention and Security
Quote: Whether one considers exotic weapons to consist of technologies such as EMP, HMP
or psychotronic weapons and in separate categories from those systems more traditionally
recognized as non-lethal, there is an important commonality that both categories share. Any
of these systems may make it easier for states to initiate a conflict or intervene from the
outside into an existing conflict.
http://www.dfait.gc.ca/arms/isrop/research/mchale_2003_exotic_weapons/section06-en.asp
Yours sincerely.
P.S. gerryduffett, Posted: Wed Mar 19, 2008 2:14 pm
http://www.freedomfchs.com/ffchsmessages/viewtopic.php?t=5720
_________________
Ubi ius, ibi actio.

Back to top
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